The very narrow output of this RGB LED wall Washer is used to create narrow beams of light to accentuate walls, facades, and architectural projects.

By default, when you receive your RGB LED Spot Light the color of light automatically changes every 3 seconds. Each unit is equipped with an internal DMX system capable of changing colors, running special lighting effects and DMX addressing. In order to maximize the usability and gain access to RGB LED Spot Light’s internal DMX system, you would need to acquire our DMX Addresser.

The DMX Addresser connects directly via the DMX INPUT cable allowing you the option to choose from several static colors (Red, Green, Blue, etc), manually inputting DMX addresses and daisy-chaining to multiple RGB Flood Wall Washers. Please Note: You only need one DMX Addresser to program multiple DMX fixtures.

Each unit is designed with 18 high power LEDs (3 Watts Each) delivering an out-of-this-world ray of light. Thanks to its 5 degree poly-carbonate lens, it can project color changing light to almost 300 feet in length without spreading or having any light degradation.

Its heavy duty construction and all-weather design make it an excellent choice for lighting in harsh conditions. Installation is simple and flexible as the unit includes a swivel bracket mechanism, which lets you aim the light precisely where its needed.

In order to add simplicity, the units are self-addressable to DMX Address 1, thus avoiding any extra configuration in your setup.

**Main Product Features:**
- All Weather Ip65
- Industrial Grade
- 18 High Power LED’s
- Extended Reach
- 5 degree Narrow Beam
- RGB/DMX Controlled
- 120VAC
- Built-in Color Changing
- Easily Daisy Chain Units
- Hard-Wire Unit
- 3 Year Warranty

**Specifications:**
- Weight: 11.75 lbs.
- Size: 8.85” x 8.5”
- CE, RoHs

**DMX Addresser Main Features:**
- Conveniently Set DMX Addresses and Programs for:
  - 9” RGB LED Spot Light 60W
  - 8” RGB Flood Wall Washers 40W
- Easily Daisy-Chain Multiple DMX Fixtures
- Easy to Read 4-Digit LED Display
- User-Friendly 4 Button Controls Including On/Off
- Durable Plastic Encasing Featuring Ergonomic Design
- Programable & Personalize Lighting Sequences
- Waterproof IP68 Female XLR Cable Included
- Includes 9V Lithium Battery (Installed in Unit)